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INTRODUCTION

This work 1s concerned only with the measurements of the permeabilities

of the iron-manganese

alloy

system prepared by methods of powder metallurgy.

The

investigations

man-

are made for the alloys containing

ganese between zero and fifty percent, and it is not applied to the alloys of higher manganese
/'

of the brittleness
It
the magnetic

of Mn.

as necessary
measurements

To investigate

to prepare the apparatus

the effects of some variables
work is done on an

Fe, Cr, Co, Io, and Mn, which gave a

good deal of practical and theoretical
taining a satisfactory
metals.

for

and the heat treatments.

of the method applied, preliminary
alloy containing

contents because

knowledge

of ob-

compact from the po ders of the.

For that reason, the effects bf the variables

such as temperature,

tIme, and t1e amount of pressing as

well as the effect of the heat treatment on the peryeabilitles of the products were measured carefully.

ccord-

ing to this kno ledge, the compacts of the serles of the
Un-Fe alloys are pressed at a temperature
a pressure of

50 tons per square inch and

o

of 400 c under
ith u 2 min-

ute time for pressing.
T e perme blllties of these pell ts .h1ch

-1-

1

re

tn

in diameter and

the magnetic

tit high, are measured by marking off

intensity of the materials

8= #-t 'tlf I ,,./2

formula of

H:

where

/1

=

and usin~ the

1+ LtJrk

the permeability
the intensity.

After this was done, the pellets were annealed at 600-700--800--9000c,

at each temperature

and after each annealing

about· two hours;

the permeabilities

were meas-

ured; then they were carried on the tables by taking
the permeability

of the soft iron in the magnetic field

strength used as 100.
The reasons for the changes in the permeabilities were carefully

studied and theoretically

,..

-2-

explained.

Chapter 1
POWDER

T ALLURGY

Definition:1)
Po dar metallurgy
which produces metallic

is a branch of. metallurgy

compacts in their final forms

by means of pressure and heat-treatment

from the pow-

ders.
The products of powder metallurgy

are being

used in our dally lives quite o.ften. From the tungsten
ires in the electric bulbs to the silver-tin
of our teeth, some small parts of automobile

fillings
motors, and

Qilless bearings are being produced by the methods of
po dar metallurgy.

Historical:
t the beginning

of the 19th century the tech-

nique and the material of the furnace construction

did

not allow the acquiring of metals with high melting points,
such as platinum and tungsten, by the cethods of pyro-metallurgy, in a. pure state.2)

It

as necess ry, for example,

to add some As into the platinum furnace in order to obtain an As-Ag
pure platinum.

1)

lloy

ith a 10 er melting point than the

This alloy,

hieh had the composition

of

Charles Hardy and Clarence
• Balke, etals Handbook,
1939 edition 104.
Richard Kieffer,
eta11 und Erz, Februer 1940, Band

37,

10. 4,

67.
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As-Ag eutectic, was poured out of the furnace and solidified.

This bar was then heated to a red hot temperature

in an oxidizing atmosphere,. usually in air, until
arsenic was volatilized.
ly ductil.
properties

The platinum obtained was fair'"

But it still did not have the correct working
of pure platinum •.
In 18263) another method of obtaining

compacts

all the

platinum

as applied when the Czar issued the Russian

platinum coinso

With a chemical method of precipitation

of the pure platinum metal from its solution, a platinum
powder

as pressed to a metallic compact under a high

pressure which vras hea t-trea ted afterwards.
increase the density and tightness

In order to

of the, product,. it

as

pressed acain under a higher pressure and at a higher temperature than before.

The pellets obtained

minted as old Russian coins.
In 1829,

ere cut and

These were used until 1865.

allaston of En land, explained the

theory of the s ntering of plat nun.

He also obtained

some prac ieal methods of pressing and sintering of the
metal powders

~hieh are even in use in the po dered met-

al production

of the Ferrous metals of today.

allaston

first produced a finely divided po der of platinum by the
precipitation
po der

froo its solution.

et in a steel mold.

Then he

ressed this

Tnis product had a specific

-4-

gravity of 10.

The same Pellet was then annealed in a

furnace fired with chareoal, where its specific gravity
increased from 10 to 17.0 or 17.7.

After forging it he

obtained a compact having a specific gravity of 21.44
which is the same as the theoretical.
The commercial

application

of powder metall-

urgy was started in the field of electrical
It was necessary

to have

industr

ires for many elect-

rical purposes which should have high electrical
ivity, a high melting temperature,

good

for dra ing wires, and a high corrosion
temperatures.

Tungsten,

resist-

orking properties
resistance

tantalum, and molybdenum

only metals ~ith these properties

It

mentioned.

at high
~ere the

Since the

ovens and crucibles could not resist the high melting temperatures of these metals, it was necessary

to melt first

an alloy; for example, a W-Cu-Ni alloy, by the addition of
amalgams which

1ere'drawn into, wires.

refined of the impurities

These

ires were

by heating these in an oxidiz-

ing atmosphere •.
In 1908, Coo11dge4)

2)

3)

Richard Kieffer,
:r o , 4, 67-68 •
Richard Kieffer,

4)

c.

fTo. 4,

67-68.

Coolidge,

discovered

a process of ob-

:etall und Erz,Febru

r 1940, Band 37,

"etall und Erz, Februar 1940, Band 37,

Journ. Am. lnst. Eng., 29, 1910,971.
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ta1n1ng thin wires fro:n the tungsten

Th-& po

po dars.

dar of tungst.en whicb 'as Qbtalned by the roducticn
pc- dered oXide of the metal,

"ires

or

of

an pressec: at a relatively

higb pressure' and. the: compact obtained
about 15ocPc.

'I....

ras forged !it

This product then could be drawn into the

3mm diameter •
..e next produets of' powder met llur.:-y

the contact nlloys of non-alloYlng5) elements.

are
It was

possible to produce aggregates6) of non-alloying elements t wh1·chhave tho physical
pcnent.s ,

The contact alloys

or

or

prop(~rtles

their

00:1"<-

,-Cu are being. used for

electrical switches. while the aggregate of eu-graphite
is the ~st eomroon

atorial of dyna~o bru$hes.

The productIon of materials of t~e desired
porous1ty was the next and one of tho lareast
tlons of po dar tletallurgy ot the

th centur·.

pp11ea0111e65

bearin~s and filters belong to tl is ero p.

In tho last ten or .fifteen 'Ie rs tl e .'et .ods
of po der metallurgy has been
scale that 1ts

ppl1catlon

es of obtaining

small part.1eles

rovedcn

uch

in the Zletallt.r

1 r e

1c 1 process-

of mac Inery 1s

lmost

5) 1 ich rd ·arfer" Hetall und Erz, Band 37, No.4, Febr r 1940.
tals
ndbook ,
6) Char! s R rdy and Cl renee. • Sal e,
19 edition, 104.
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equal to the application

of diecasting.7)

and Disadvantages , of Powder Aetallurgy8)

Advantages

The advantages
1.

are:

Obtaining of refractory metal in useful
forms ..

2.. Form obtained has a diflnite accuracy.

3. No waste of scrap_
4.

None or a relatively

5.

Exact composition

low cost of machining.

of alloys obtained.

6. No impurities in the products which is very
common for the conventional

methods of pyro-

metallurgy.

7. Aggregates of non-alloring elements can be
obtained.
Parallel to these advantages
limitate

the application
1.

are some disadvantages

hich

of powder metallurgy:

High pressure 1s re ulred which increases

the cost of equipment and tools.
2.

Many metal powders have a tendency to cling

to the ,aIls of the die
of pressure

Thlch gives an uneven distribution

throug out the mass.

This fact Ii

tates the

size of the product.

of metal

3. Another 11mltatio~ might be the production
0 ders for some particular. cases.9)

-7-

Theory of Sintering2
The products of powder metallurgy

depending

upon the theory of slntering m~y be classified

into two

c

major groups;lO)
1.

The products

~ich

are cemented by

means of a formed liquid phase.
2.

Those products which are cemented
by means

of cohesive forces, avail-

able bet een the surface crystals
)

oitha

particles without

the form-

ation·of any liquid phase.
·The examples for the first group are the hard carbide
·tools and sintered contact alleys and dental alloys.
The examples for the second class of production
ires of tungsten,

molybdenum,

titanium,

are the

tantalUm and

the compacts of the ferrous metals.
The most satisfactory
today can be summerized

t.eory of cohe ion of

as folIo s:

It has been discovered

that the particles

hav-

ing a grease film on their surfaces cannot be pressed

rl S. Patch, Iron Age ~gazine, December 19, 1940.
Charles Hardy and Clarence
• Balke,
etals Handbook.
1939 edition, 104-10,.
9) Earl S. Patch, Iron Ape Uagazlne, December 19, 1940.
10) Richard Kieffer,
etall und·Erz,
ebruar 1940, Band
~~

37,

o , 4,

69.
-8-

into compacts as well as clean particles

can be.

It 1s

claimed that the pressure applied 'brings the clean surfaces of the particles

to such a small distance from each

other that the molecular
thermal agitation

forces would be effective.

The

of a.toms increase with the temperature

t.he atoms on the surfaces of the particles
enter the crystal space lattice of neighboring atoms.ll)

and probably

This fact can be proved by the occurrence
in the pressed

of grain growth

powders.

The effects of different

variables

may be sum-

merized as follows;
1.

The metals with clean surfaces adhere strongly by means of a. relatively low pressure.

2. By the increase of the plasticity of
the cetals by means of higher temperatures,

the force of adhesion

in-

creases strongly.

3. A slight film of £rease
cohesion
4.

revents

entirely.

The oxid.e film mostly decreases
force of adhesion;
undesirable;

therefore,

the

it is

but in some cases, such

as by the pr ssing of mol bdenum po -

.

dars, an oxide film 1s highly favorable.

-9-

In practice some products
at a temperature

at

ould be obtained

hich about 5--20% of the entire

A typical example for this class of

mas s liquifleso

sintering is the product of the tungsten carbide and
cobalt, which results in a very hard material.

For

this purpose, the mixture of cobalt and tungsten carbide is pressed at a temperature of about 14000c,

hieh

forms a liquid of the ternary Gutectic of tungsten, cobalt, and carbon.

This liquid fills each capillary and
I,

results in a shrinkage of 20% of the entire length.
Another example for this class of sintering
is the production of heavy metals12)
tungsten,

6%

nickel, and 4% copper.

,hich contain 90%
In this case, a

ternary eutectic of tungsten, nickel, and copper forms
which melts at 1400 o c, at

hich the mixture is pressed.

11) Rich rd Yieffer, L.etall und Erz, Februar 1940, Band
12)

37,

0.

41

70.

affer" Metall und Erz, Band 37, No.4,
Rich rd
Februar 1940, 7u.
r

-10-

The Production

of

etal Powders:l)

The production

of metal powders with an econpurity has been a very

omical method of &.sufflcient
important

factor of powyder metallurgy.

One of the old-

est known methods of metal powder 'production
chemical

process of precipitation

solutions which was applied

of metals from their

to the precious metaLs ..

·Also, the method of the reduction
powdered

as the

of metals from their

salts by means of an alkaly or earth alka1y,

is being used at the present time only for the production
of ·rare metal powders.
The reduction
pecially

of pordered

metallic

the oxides of tungsten, molybdenum,

ith hydrogen,

and cobalt

1s also a common process.

The mass lroduction

of Iron and

iekel powders

will be carried on by ~he carbonyl process.
cess depends upon the fact that nickel for s
Ni(CO~, and iron Fe(CO),
sent through.
a definite
above

formation

13)

or Fe(CO~

This procarbonyl,

hen CO gases are

The carbon Is formed are unstaole

teoperature;

Ie °c

oxides, es-

at

for example,

1(CO)4 is unstable

hieh they are in a gasous state.

of this

summary of

gas in the

"etalls

The de-

ure metal and the CO gas

Landbook and

-11-

above

"at·11 und Erz.

makes it possible to obtain as fine particles

.or

nicke1

or .of iron as is desired.

Today this process is being

applied f.or the production

.of metallic

nickel, cobalt, tungsten, molybdenum,
The electrolytic

powders of iron,
and chremium.

process of metal pc dar pred-

uction by the addition of a reagent to the electrolyte
is a very commonly applied method.

The powders of cop-

per14) and iron are being prepared by this methed.
po ders are especially

These

good because of their poreus sur-

faces.
A mechanical

method of metal pewder prcduction

is the grinding of pure metals or their alloys.

This

method teday is the most widely used precess of the powder productien .of bronze, brass, aluminum,

and rna netic

alloys~5)
Anether

7ar .of .obtaining powders is the gran-

ulation of the melted metals.
econemical

This is .one of the

processes of producing

ith low melting temperatures.

est

the po ders of the metals

This method makes it pos-

sible to .obtain the powders .of very ductil metals, which
cannot be ground easily.
The method of volatilization
the condensing

or evaperaticn

of metals is being applied

and

tc those which

have a higher vapor' ressure at 'relatively 1.0 er te peratures.

The z nc pc ders are beine prcduced by this precess.

-12-

The powders of very hard metals or metallic
compounds,

which have high melting points such as the

carbides of molybdenum,

tungsten,

t1tanum, and tantalum

are being produced by heating

the powders of these met16
als or their oxides with finely ground carbon. )

14)

qlaus O. Goetzel, rJetals and lloys, July and August 1940.
Richard P. Seeling, Metal and Alloys, December 1940,

744.
15)

V.E. Legg and F.S. Given, The Bell System Technical

Journal, July 1940.
16) Richard Kieffer, 'etal1 und Erz, Band
Februur 1940 ..

-13-

37,

o. 4,

The Products of Bowde'r Metallurgy
The materials

and their Uses:

with very high melting po1nts

were the first groups produced by the methods of po der metallurgy.

The tungsten wires, for example, are

being used for many electrical
high electrical
relatively

resistance,

good mechanical

purposes because of their

high fusing temperature,

and

properties at very high tem-

\

peratures.

Today the wires in electric light bulbs, in

radio tubes, anti-cathodes

in X-ray tubes, and contact

interrupters

in the benzine morors are made of tungsten.

Furthermore,

t.ungst.en is utilized as electrodes

arcatom-arc-"welding17)
hydrogen, a temperature
Arcatom-arc-welding
ries, especially

purposes where by means of nascent
o

of 4,000 c can be obtained.

1s used in the light metal indust-

in the oanufacturing

of airplanes.

The products made of molybdenum
important.

for

They are used for particular

are also very
purposes, prefer-

ably the tungsten products because of their higher flexibility.

The heating bodies for high temperature

furnaces

are made of molybdenum •.
The products of po der metallurgy

from tantalum

are used in the chemical industry bee use of their high
resistivities

against the acids and against high temper-

atures.
One of the most important products of po der

-14-

",

'

metallurgy

are the o111ess-bearlngs~

.hleh are in use

1n the U.S.A. of more than one-billion

ent tlme!8)

at the pres-

In order to produce these bearings, 20%

of graphite and some organlcsubstances

are added ·to

the mixture of copper and tin powders.

The

hole mix-

ture 1s then pressed into the forms of bearings
temperature

at a.

at which a liquid phase of tin-copper

loy forms, containing
of the organic

The evapor tion of

substance added, produces

body of the bearing

This porous

mostly tin.

al-

pores in the

hich can be controlled

exactly.

product which 1s in the shape of bearings

1s dipped into the 011 in order to fill the pores, and
then it is placed in the machinery.
temperature,

The increase in

because of the friction of the shaft,

brings

the 011 out of the pores which forms a grease film between tle shaft and the surfaces of the bearing.
The production

of the hard materia1s

sten carbide have been discussed

previously.

of tungIn the

U.S.A., ho e 1er, the compacts of the follo lng CUU.L!-,ositions are obtained

1)
2)

3)

by the methods

of po der metallurgy;

90%, Fe 10%
~ 80%, Co

w

15 ,

Cr

5

80%, Cr 19.5~C.O.5%

Another group in the pr duction of powder metallurgy are t e compacts of non-al oying elements19)

-15-

which are called contact-alloys.20)
impossible

It is, for example,

to obtain an alloy of copper containing

graphite since earbon is insoluble
But the fact that such a lIlixture
ing properties

in liquid copper.
muld

have easy slld-·

of graphite and the high electrical

ductivity

of eopper~ it is an ideal material

brushes.

In order to increase

per, :from 5' to 10%
the

of

5-20%

con-

for dynamo

the hardness of the cop-

Sn, Zn or lead powder is added to

powdered copper'-graphite mixture and then it is press-

ed into the forms of dynamo brushes at a temperature,
which a liquid phase of Cu-Sn-Zn-Pb

1s formed.

at

The con-

tact alloys of W-Cu, "R-Ag, W-Jl.oare produoed with the
same methods;

they are used for electrical

s itches and

circuit breakers.

17)
1)

19.
20)

Richard Kieffer,

Reutte(Tiro1),

etall und Erz,

Band 37, o. 5, l~rz 1940, 8.
Earl S. Patch, Iron Age agazine, December 19, 1940.
Charles Iiardy and Clarence ¥. Balke, 'etals Handbook, 1939 edition, 104.
'
Richard Kieffer, Metall und Erz, Band'3?, TO. 5,

rz 1940, 89.
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Chapte.r 2

The ancient Gl"ee~sand Roman
iron ore, mag.net1te, In the
in Asia Minor,

h10h had th

sma11 pieces of iron.

Hagn.

discovered an

ala ( gn1s)

district

prop l"tie of attractIng

This property ot

called magnetIsm, while the sQbstanees

ttraetion

as

hieh h d the

magnetic propertIes were named magnets.
early as 1100 B.C. the Chineso
1ar with the fact

ere £am11-

that a piece of magnetIte suspended

on a needle w.l'11ch
could s ,lng freely

on a horizontal

plane would set itself 1n u definite direction,
1s no

known :ns the magnetic south

hleh

nd the magnetic

north of the :e-arth.. It Is even known that

the Chinese

led their ships using a piece of m gnet1te suspended on
a needle.
ater,

xhis was known by the Europeans 2000 years

hen they named the magnetite the lodestone (lead-

ing stone).

Later, a thin iron rod was u ed for the

S me purpose which was ma netlzed

hen the properties of electriety
name

0

lodestone

ith a lodestone.
ere discovered, the

as entirely for otten; while it

possible to ma netlze a p1ece of iron by means of an
)

electr~c~~ current.

-17-

as

The Properties of

agnets

Magnetic poles:24)
When we take a magnetized thin iron rod suspended on a needle and mark one of the ends showing the
north with

nwn

and the other end with"S

and bring 1t

ay,

near to another iron rod which is prepared the sam
we then discover that the ends of the rods marked
the same letters repel each other
named ends attract each other.

1th

hile the different

The force of repulsion

and attraction seem to be concentrated near the ends of
the rods,

hleh are eall.ed magnetic pcLe s,

agnetlzatlon:
Vlhen an iron rod shes
magnet it 1s magnetized.

This rod does not she

c ange 1n its weight beror
It

the prop~rties of a
any

nd after the rnanetizatlon.

s been discovered that in a piece of iron an in-

crease in length occurs parallel to the magnetization,
hieh indicates some rearrangement of the particles in
the

body of'

the 1ron bar;

s all pieces, each particle
properties.

hen the same bar is cut into
ould still have magnetic

These facts might give us an idea about

the architecture of the iron bar
permanent ma nets.

-18-

hich is fo .ed

by

small

The Strength of Poles:
Coulomb25) discovered
cesor

repulsion and attraction

of two different

magnets

1785

between

that the for ....
the two poles

are in reverse proportion

between

covered that different

magnets have different

distanee.

the poles.

with

He also dis-

the square of distance

or repulsion

-,

in

attraction

forees against one another from the same

~hese facts were expressed

in a formula

,

where d

ml and m2

=

the distance

betwe~n

the poles
concerned;

.::_
the strength of the magnetic
poles.

B t each medium between these two poles does not have
the same characteristics
forces

of behavior

hleh is expressed

with the Greek letter

'-

and called the magnetic
_,

, -

ula

to the magnetic

permeability.

;V

Thus the form-

ould be

F

= ml
)I

where

x m2
d2

is practically

equal to 1, for gases.

23) Poor, Electricity and IMgnetis , 1931 Chapter 2.
24) Duff, Physics, Eighth Edition, 346.
25) Hausmann-Blael,
Physics, Fourth printing, Chap. 2.

-19. J'
\

.

: PY 2""'f

From this formula we can define the unit pole; a tmlt
pole is one, which repels another similar pole of the
same strength with a force of one dyne

hen placed one

apart from it.

centimeter

A magnet forms a magnetic field wlose unit
1s named one Oersted

hieI is the intensity of a field

that lQuld exert unit force on a unit pole.

of the field expelled

by a magnetic

The strength

pole of strength (m)

1s given by the formula of

H:

J'I~ Oersted's

m

-r....;;2..

and H 1s called fluxdensity
duction which is measured

per sq. In.

or magnetic

1n-

1n Gausses and 'is shown:
B

=

R

•hen a coil of a substance having a permeability Of~

is put into a selenoid

field strength of H Oersteds,
selenoid increases.

hlch has a magnetic

the field strength of the

The excess magnetic

by the iron coil collectIvely

force produced

with the magnetic forces

of selenoid is called magnetic

induction or magnetic flux;

and the strength of it is called fluxdenslty
measured

hleh is also

in Gausses and sho n with B.
hen an area of A sq. em. has an equally divld-

ed magnetic

strength of H Gausses, the flux of this field
-20-

is equal to

f = B x A Maxwells.

The ratio between the flux density B and the
field strength H \vhlch produces this fluxdensi ty is called the permeability

of the sUbstance concerned.

/1_

B

/' --nThe intensity for magnetization,

I, which is

the pole s:trength of a un1 t area produced in a magnetiz ...
ed bar by a field of B is equal to

Le

,s:
a

Since the forces produced by a p Ie of m strength is
equal to 4

m, we would find for a unit area,

a

While the magnetic

induction B 1s equal to the field

strength H collectively
magnetized

.ith tie field strength by the

metal then

The ratio of I
lr

e K 1s called magnetic

The above formula then can be

susceptibility.

ritten

This formula gives the relation bet een the permeability
-21-

and susceptibility
permeability

which may be used to indicate

of the meta:ls~

The permeability
of the magnetic

and susceptibility

substances

the permeability

of iron increases

up to a certain

mains constant;

permeability
ditions.

e exam-

the magnetic

field applied;

then it re-

thus the iron 1s at this point satur-

According

1.

When

H

very rapidly with the increasing

strength of the magnetic

are classified

with increasing

fi, first

ine the relation bet een Band

a ted ,

For example,

point, then decreases.

B increases

of the

depends upon their temper-

at res and the field strength applied

induction

the

to their permeabilities,

the SUbstances

into three groups:
FerromagnetIc

substances;

thes

have a

uch grea.ter than unity at ordinary

con-

Iron, cobalt, and nickel belong to this group.
2.

Paramagnetic

p~rmeability

slightly

ly attracted

by a magnet.

s odium, and platinum

substances;

greater

these have a

than unity;

Aluminum,

they are feeb-

chromium,

manganese,

are some of the 20 paramagnetic

elements.

3. Diamagnetic
a permeability

slightly

c lled diamagnetic

subst nces;

smaller than unit,

substances.'

netiC, having a permeability
are repelled

stly gases have
hich are

Bis uth 1s also diam g-

of 0.; 98.

by a magnet.
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hese elements

The Physical

Basis of ltagnetls

There has been many theories advanced
to explain the physical basis of magnetism.
theory

hleh has been the most accurate

magnetism

in order

The latest

explanation

of

depends upon the connection between magnetism

and the atomic structure

of the magnetic metals.

make our explana.tlons understandable,

To

it is necessa.ry

to give a short review about the atomic structure

of the

elements.
of an Atom:26)

Structure

The static electricity
neutralized

by positive

and negative

kne n in the 18th century,
electricity

physicists

who described

but the distribution

ard bombarded

accepted

electricity

was moving.

the atom with cathodic

electricity

as
of this
In the

the theory of Thomson

an atom as an area of positive

in which negative

atom.

electricity,

in an atom was not yet discovered.

18th century

positive

of an atom which is

In

electricity

1903 Len-

rays and fOUL~d that

did not cover all the body of an

More exact experiments

were carried on by Ruther-

dorf in 1911 which had already been

ade by Geiger and

arsten by using alpha-rays.
It was disclosed
of an atom

las concentrated

that the positive

electricity

1n the center of the atom

-23-

forming a nucleus around which the neg tive electricty
or electrons
a size from
of the atom.

were moving.

io-13

The nucleus of an atom had

to IO-11cm, depending

upon the kind

For example, hydrogen has a nueleus of

a 2XIO-13cm diameter.

The nucleus never occurs free

of the matter, while the electrons which are only as
1
big as a l847
th part of a hydrogen atom can be free of
the matter.
Bohr's TheOry:27)
lri 1913 Niels Bohr, a Danish physicist,
eloped the latest theory of atom-structure
with the atomic numbers of the elements
system.

According

dev-

connected

in the periodic

to this theory, an atom consists of

a nucleus which has a net positive charge and a number
of electrons
nucleus.

which are in orbital motions around the

The distance between

are very large compared
.

the nucleus and electrons

to their sizes.

The nucleus is formed of positive charges or

,
\

protons and some negative charges containing
electricity

1n excess.

It 1s connected

positive

to the matter

and never occurs freely.

26)
27)

H. Remy, Lehrbuch der
Band 1 70-80.
Duff, ~h siCS, eighth
DUff, PhysiCS, e1ght~
B. Remy, Lehbruch dar
Band 1.

Anorganischen

Chemie 1937,

edition, 394-396.
edition 394-396
Anorganlschen Chemie, 1937
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The electrons are negative charges which have
an orbital motion around the nucleus and spin around
their own axis.

The hydrogen atom is the lightest atom

whose nucleus' consists only of one un1.t po sd ti ve charge
around which an electron 1s moving on an orbit.
orbit 1s called the "Kiforbit.

The next element with

the atomic .number 2 1s he:llum,. which has

on the "Ktlo:rbl t While 1ts nucl·euscontalns
and 4 positive charges.
free electrons;

twoot

This

tl'lO

electrons
2 nega tlve

The next atom contains three
them on the "K" orbit and the

third one on another larger orbit, which is called the
This orbit 1s completed with 8 electrons

UL" orbit.

neon; then the tILP' orbit starts to form.
hydrogen with an atomic number

HIlt

in

So from the

to uranium with the

atonic number "92'* new shells are formed and completed
periodically.

These shells are named with the letters

alphabetized

from "K" to

npn

and are completed

by 2,

8,

18, and 32 eleotrons.
In some cases a new shell may be formed be\

fore the outer shell of the atom has been completed.
This occurs in the ferromagnetic

elements which inter-

ests as being one of the causes of ferromagnetism.
The Iron Atom and Ferromagnetism:28)
In the periodic system iron has an atomic number 26.

The figure on page 26 shows that the. electrons

-25-
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(The arrow indioates the inoomplete sub-shell th t is responsible for ferromagnetism.
Th n
rs speoify how
many eleotrons with eaoh 8 0 are in the oorre.ponding
sub- hells.)
•Solorth, ~
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oit.,

.." .

are moving in four groups of shells which are divided
into sub-shells.
two electrons

The "Kit shell has been completed

as the

HLt1

from

shell is with 8 electrons.

But on the "M" shell, which is sub-divided

into three

orbi ts, there al"e only 14 electrons;

and although 1t

has not yet been compl,eted the other

t,V'lO
electrons

the iron atom has started another

of

"N" shell.

It has been sta.ted that the electrons

have

two kinds of motion, one of them a spinning motton, a.nd
the other an orbital motion.

Both of these motions

could give magnetic. properties
nings of the electrons

to the atom.

on a completed

The spin-

shell neutralize

each other in such a manner that half of them spin in
one direction
direction.

while the others spin in the opposite

But this is not the case for iron.

As it

is shown on the figure of page 26~ the third shell of
the atom has only 14 electrons
sub-shells.
five of

which are moving on three

The outer sub-shall cont~ins

6 electrons,

hich are spinning 1n one direction,

one of them spin in the opposite
plete sub-shell

is considered

Because of the unbalanced

direction.

while only
This incom-

as a cause of magnetism.

spinning on this orbit, the

atom acts as a permanent magnet.
The orbital motion of the electrons
tribute to the magnetic

moments,

-27-

also con-

but some gyro-m gnetlc

experiments28)

sho~ that there is no change in orbital

moments when the intensity of magnetism changes.

It 1s

supposed that the orbital moments of the electrons
various atoms neutralize
The phenomena
the cause of magnetism
Fifty

years ago

magnetic
atoms.

t.

one'another.29)
that the atom itself might be

was invented first by Weber.

Ewing attempted

phenomena

to expLad.n the ferro-

1n ternts of the fo,rces between

But his model and calculations

define the forces which maintain
moments of neighboring

parallel

suggested

'~hieh is called

Above this temperature

the forces

the dipoles of the atoms parallel

other are over-forced
atoms.

the dipole

enough to align element-

ary magnets below a certain temperature

.hieh maintain

the

did not clearly

He1senberg30)

atoms.

that these forces were powerful

Curie temperature.

in

by the thermal agitation

to each

of the

This means that the energy of thermal agitation

of the atoms at Curie temperature

1s equal to the force

which keeps them parallel to each other.
It has been discovered
ro-static

that there is an elect-

and a much weaker eleetro-~agnetic

ing in an atom.
of interaction
is negligible

In addition

to these t

exists bet een the atoms.
when two atoms are t

-2&-

0

0

force exist-

forces, a force
But this force

or tr-roe times as

far apa~t as they are in crystals.

But it is supposed

that when two atoms are brought nearer to each other
gradua.lly, these forces cause the electron
two atoms to become parallel

spins in the

(positive interaction).

But this fact occurs only to a certain distance;
diminishes

it then

gradually and becomes zero , When the dis-

tance is decreased

further,

the spins set themselves

antl-parallel{negatlve

interaction).

covered that different

relations

dius of unbalanced
for different

It has been dIs-

exist between the ra-

orbits and the radius of the atoms

31)
elements ..

When R :: the atomic radius of the element
concerned
r :: the radIus of the shell on which
the spinnlngs arc not balanced
then it 1s shown that:

and

~

is larger than 1 (positive interaction)
for the magnetic substances of Fe, Ni,
Co and gadolium;

~

is smaller than li(negative interaction)
for paramagnetic SUbstances.

This theory has been proved that

hen a ferro~agnetic

nickel alloy was held under a pressure of 10,000 atmospheres it loses its ferromagnetic
According
molecular

properties.

to this theory the assumption

field explains

the formation

-29-

of the

of the domains

r&adilYe

To give an idea about the size of the volumes

1n which this force seems to be effective, we take lee
iron which contains about 10,000 single crystals; each
crystal containing

about 100,000 domains, then each

domain is formed from 1014 to 1015 atoms.

28) , 29)

30)
31)

·R. ..Bosorth, The Bell System Technical
Journal, January 1940, 1-40 •
• Heisenberg, Z.J. Physik, 1938, 619-636.
B. • Bosorth, The Bell System Technical Journal
January 1940, 24-25.
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Chapter 3
APPARATUS
In ·order to obtain a pellet from the powders
of the metals and to I!leasnreit permeability,
ial was brought into different apparatuses

the mater-

in the follow-

ing order.
Mixer:
The powd er-s of different metals were weighed
in the desired ratio and put into a mixer in order to
obtain an aggregate of uniform composition.

The mixer

itself consisted of a simple tin box, cubic in shape,
hlch had an axis that goes through the box from the
center of one edge and continued
the opposite

parallel edge.

through the center of

This axis was connected to

a small electric motor by means of a narro" rubber belt,
as it is shown in picture 1, and
40-60- returns

VIas

driven with about

per minute.

Mold:
After the powder was mixed, a definite weight
of it ~as put into the mold, picture 2.
is shown on page

This mold

hich

32, in its actual size was cylindrical

in shape and was connected
gave the opportunity

to various ap aratuses

of controlling

of powder metallurgy.

-31-

hich

different variables
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1.

Atmosphere

Gontrol Apparatus:

In order to remove the oxide film from the
particles,

it

WllS

necessary

to reduce the powder

ture in the reducing chamber of the mold which
nected to the natural
ator.

ixas eon-

gas source and to a hydrogen..gener-

As it 1s shown on the flow-sheet

of page

37 and

picture 3, between the reducing gas sources and the mol,~
there

ere some flasks

containing

H2S04,

concentrated

CaC12 and CaS04 for the drying and purification of the
gases. The hydrogen and natural gas could be sent into
the reducing chEuaoer separately or mixed

hed af'ter leaving the mold.

~hlch were bur-

The natural gas was taken

from the city gas lines, while hydrogen

as produced by

using zinc and H2SQ42.

Heating Unit:

The mold was heated electrically

by means of a

heating unit, as 1t is sho n on page 32, around the mold.
The temperature

was regulated
temperature
changing

was n easured

r1th a thermocouple

beror-e the pressings

had been started.

of the mold was increased

the resistance
3-

which

or decreased

The

by

of the circuit.

Pressing Apparatus:

or pressing

the powders

in the mold a hydraul-

ic jack was placed below the mold as it is shown in pic-

ture 4.

The presser was made by Blackhawk'

aukee, Wisconsin,

G. Co., "il-

and had a capacity of 20 tons per a

-35-

clrculararea
the diameter

having a diameter of 2.562 inches.
of the ram which transferred

Since

this pressure

to the powder wa.s only 0..5 inches ,.1ts area was calculated 0.1965 sq. In. or practically

0.2 sq.

in.,

pressure recorded on the scale of the hydraulic
divided

by 0.2 in ord·er to :find the actual

then the
jack was

pressure per

sq. inch.
Heat-treatment

Furnace:

There were two multiple unit electric combustion furnaces

for the heat-treatment

shown in picture

5.

of the pellets as

The information

about these furn-

aces and their prices is given in the catalog c-227, of
the Central S<:ient1flc Co., page
Two of the different
ing, such as the temperature

349.

variables

and the atmosphere

trolled by means of a thermocouple
gas.

of heat-treatwas con-

and by using natural

Both of the furnaces were s1 l1ar 1n their construc-

tion, hav1ng a heating un1t in which a quartz pipe was
placed.

The end of the thermocouple

was inserted into

this pipe through a cork wh1ch had another hole for the
entering of natural

gas.

The other end of the pipe was

also closed with a rubber cork

hich had a glass pipe in

order to let out the gases coming through the furnace.
The gases, leaving the furnace were burned immediately.

-36-

Burning
Jet

.'

I

Reduoing
Chamber

T :CSPH& g CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR PH.

SING

IlOLD

Picture of At.mosphere
Control Apparatus

Picture 3
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Picture of the Pressing Apparatus

Picture 4

-39-

Picture O'f the Imneallng Furnace

r

ioture

'Or

nJole s()t-u

L
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Circuit for 'Measuring Magnetic Susoeptibility:

In order to find the magnetic permeability of
the pellets,;

the clrcu,l t on page 42 is used.

of ..easuring

was similar

This method

tc F:aradayf s experiment .32)

This apparatus was used by Faraday in order to investigate
the relation of B and B; but it also could be applied for
the measuring of magnetic susceptibility
tion between k and

k, and the rela-

is given by the formula

in chapter 2.

which is demonstrated

Thecireul t on page 42 consisted of two coils
hieh are marked on the figure with P (primary coil) and
S (secondary coil).
direct

current

an_ampermeter

The primary coIL was connected

source.

In order to regulate

and a variable resistance

to a

the current"

as connected

to this circuit.
The secondary cOil, which was 1n the same selenoid of the primary coi.L, Vias connected to a galvanometer

in order to record the changes of the magnetic field in
the selenoid.
For the demagnetizing
dropping them into the selenoidt

of the pellets before
a demagnetizer

which was connected to the alternating
Butte.
-41-

as used

current line of

I
__

-----JJ
Demagnetizing

lL...--_

110 ..

_..__AT

Circuit

s

D.C.
Souroe

Vari

le Resistance

CI CUlT FOR.MEASURING

GNETIC SUSC .TIDILITY ( )

I

I '

The whole se.t-up for the magnetie measurements
is shown in p1eture

6.

Picture 6

•

32)

E. Heyn--A ..Grossman, Physical rJetallurgy, 1935,.
Chapter

..

Duff, Physics, Eighth Edition, 439.
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Chapter 4

PROCESS OF PRODUCTION AND tffiASURElilENTS
Mixing:
In order to obtain an evenly divided powder

mixture of the desired composition, the powders of the
metals w-ere weighed in calculated proportions
into the mixer.

and put

After a half an hour of mixing, the pow-

der was put into .a beaker and thEm it was taken out 1n
portions of about
diameter and

o.5n

9 grams to obtain a pellet of

O.,ll

in

1n height.

Pressing:
The ram of the pressing machine was lifted up
to the lower gas hole of the reduction

chamber of the

mold and the powder previously weighed was put into it.
After the lid of the mold was made gas-proof by means of
heavy grease and was secur-ely tightened,
the switches the temperature
point; and in the meantime,

'by connecting

was increased

to a desired

either natural gas or hyd-

rogen or both was sent "into the mold which passed through
the powder and was, burned after leaving the reducing chamber.. After the powder particles

had been reduced for a

desired length of time and the temperature
desired pOint, the ram was dropped

reached the

so that all ,the powders

froI:lthe reducing chamber could fill the pressing chamber
of the moldo

The lid of the mold was then tlisted lower
-44-

to prevent the reentering
reau-cing
step

of the powder back 1nto the
The next

ehamber when it was being pressed..

was the increasing

of pressure

up to a c-ertain

point by me-ans of the jack mentioned

in chapter

3

G

The

pressure was then removed 2 minutes later, and the pellet was taken out of the mold.

After this, the mold was

cleaned and greased in order to be prepared. for the next
pressing.
Measuring

the Magnetic

Permeability:

After a number of pellets had been produced,
their magnetic

suscept.ibilities

ping the pellets
readings

were measured

by drop-

into the selenoid and by comparing

the

for a soft iron pellet and for the pellets pro-

duced.
The primary coil which contained
turns, produced

a magnetic

field in the

about 100 re-

sele-noid by using

a direct current of 1., ampso which was much higher than
the magnetic

saturation

point of iron.

for iron measured about 19$5.

./ = 1+4""k for
A = 1 + 4'ltk,for

-45-

The galvanometer

From the formula of
soft iron and
the

pellet ..
vas compared as

from the equations
r

•

. r

.JL •
k,

readings.

for soft iron
readings for pellet

The permeability

=

permeabl11 ty of soft iron - 1
p-ermeabili ty of pellet _ 1

for soft 1ron was taken 100 and

for the pellets wh1ch were pressed from the powders were
ealculated,

and the re-eords were carried on the tables as

th~y are shown on the following

pages ...

Annealing:
W'hen the magnetic
were recorded,

of the pellets

they were put into the annealing

under a reducing

temperature

permeabllities

atmosphere

and were heated to a certain

and annealed for two hours.

time the furnace.

Vias

furnaoes

disconnected

After the alloted

of the electrical

and was cooled slowly until next day.

current

The pellets were

remov d after cooling the furnace and their permeabilities were measured

as before.. The same pellets were then

annealed at higher temperatures.
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Chapter ,
EXPERUJENT AL RESULTS

~he experiments
different

made can be classified

into two

groups:
1.

!hose wbich are practiced

tigate the effeets of some variables
on the permeability

in order to inves-

of powder metallurgy

of the pellet obtained.

This group

work was done to become aequa;1.ntedwith powder metallurgy
and with the apparatus
2.

used ..

The investigations

of the

ermeabilltles

of

the Fe-1m alloy system produced by the methods of powder
metallurgy •
The inve'stlgations for group I .Ls made for an
alloy containing
Fe

Cr

73.4 <f;
9.0

Co

16.0

l"'1l'l
110

.

0.3
1.3

and the effects of some variables

recorded

s follows:

Time of Pressing:
Only a few pressings
time have shown that

of a various length of

the pressing

longer than t to and

a balf minutes does not effect the permeability
material

of the

to a large extent.

Temperature

of Pressing:
For this group of investigations

-47-

the powder of

the above composition

was pr-essed ,

It

was first reduced

for a half' an hour while the temperature

of the mold

increased

then the powder

up to a certain

was pressed
sq.

for two minutes

Lnch ,

were produced,

were measured

Table 1 shows the variation

to the different

of 30 tons per

at a pressure

After the pe~lets

ic permeabil1ties
4.

point desired;

temperatures

Vias

their

magnet-

as it is shown in chapter
in permeabllities

parallel

of pressing.

Table 1
Temp. of Pressing

Inoc

ermeabi11ty after
Ann.ealing 1ron=100

Permeability

Iron::

100

76

78

70

78

78

100

78

80

150

83

90

200

88

90

250

93

93

300

98

100

350

99

100

400

100

100

450

100

100

Room temp.

Annealing:
Vhen the permeabl11tles

had been recorded,

p-ellets were put into the annealing

-48-

the

furnace and annealed

for about two hours at 700°c under a reducing
of natural

gas.

After

were measured again.

atmosphere

the permeabilittes

c"oollng slowly,

'T,able 1 shows that

the annealing

'lOOoc did not affe-et the p-ermeabill ties to a large
As it

was mentioned

before,

at

degree.

these experiments

VIere made only to become aequafnt ed wi tn the equipment
and with the methods of powder metallurgY.
The investigations

for group 2 were made in or ..

del' to find the {!lagnetic.pel"meabl11ties
system of -powder m-etallurgy~
ganese were mixed in different

The powders

permeab111 ties

compos1tion

and balance

iron.

at 4-000e

for two minutes.

Jere recorded,

After

'one pellet of each

sas annealed. at 600°c in a reducing atmosphere

for approximately

two hour

s,

After cooling

permeabilitles

were measured

again annealed

at 'lOOoc for two more hours.

der the permeabillties
is

containing

two pellets were pressed

and 40 tons per sq. lneh pressure
their

of iron and man ....

compositions

from zero to fifty per cent manganese
From each composition

of the Fe-MIl alloy

slowly,

their

and the same pellets were

were carried

In this or-

on the tables as it

shorln in table 2.
Figure

1, which is ta~en from table 2, shows the

effect of the annealin
1s held constant.

t.eraper-a.tur-e

hen the composition

The decrea.se in the permeability
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by 1n-

creasing

the temperature

of annealing

by the fact that the diffusion

ed with the temperature
of the pz-oduet ,

can be explained

of rsanganese is increas-

which decreases

the permeability

Figure',2 is also taken from table

here the t.emperature of the heat-treatment
while the percentage

of manganese

ese decreases

the permeability..

only the paramagnetism

is constant

1s varied.

see from this figure, the: increasing

As we can

content of mangan-

The explanation

of mangariasa,

1;

can be

Another particular

fact in this curve is the steep slope which results when
the alloy contains
can be explained

mora than 15$ MD.

as follows:

The reason for this

Manganese

depresses

at' iron; and iron is AU$tenitic at

critical

temperatures

ordinary

c-onditlons when an iron manganese

more than 12$ manganese.
the formation

or

the

Austenite

Since Austenite
decreases

the product.
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steel contains
is paramagnetic,

the permeability

of

'Table 2

Per cent Mn

after

B&fore

anneal.

600°" 700°0

annealing a:,t:
0

800

"

900°"

0

97

100

100

100

100

.I

~

98

100

100

100

99

10

100

100

100

100

97

15

100

100

100

97

92

20

100

100

93

82

73

25

100

100

16

63

53

30

97

63

48

39

35

99
93

88

50

33

27

40

85

78

37

22

19

45

82

68

34

18

14

50

BO

61

32

17

13
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CONCLUSION
These experiments

have shown that it 1s pos-

sible to produce a manganese-iron

aggregate by the

methods o.f powder me.tallurgy with a magnetic
1ty of a desired degree.

50%

pressure

t.Ifn because

and temperature

of manganese

made could

to the Mn...F,e alloy system containing

not be applied
more than

The experiments

permeabll ...

of the necessity

of' a higher

for increa.sing the plasticity

which could not be practiced

in the appar-

atus used.
The metallic
annealed

compacts obtained

at higher temperatures

po sf, tiOD of natural
hydrogen.

gas \vhieh decomposes

carbon at highe.r temperatures

ing atmosphere
but it

because of the decom-

The danger of oarborizing

higher annealing

with hydrogen

d1d not allow the use of a
to have a reduc-

for higher temperatures;

because of the danger of ex-

Thus these factors limited the extension of

the expariment;
and changes
depending

to carbon and

the metal with this

heat.. It was possible

as not practIced

plosion.

could not be

the. result.s obtained

in the permeabilities

could be explained

upon the theory of diffusion

ing effector mangane~e

ere satisf'actory,

or the depress-

upon the critical

of iron.

....5'3-

temperatures
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